Fitness Industry Code of Practice
Consultation Report

IS THE WA FITNESS CODE STILL FIT FOR
PURPOSE?
YOUR FEEDBACK FROM THE 2018 REVIEW
WHY WE CONSULTED
The WA Fitness Code1 is a code of conduct which applies to the fitness industry in
Western Australia to ensure good service and fair outcomes for consumers.
Codes of conduct are required to be reviewed to ensure that the regulation remain
relevant and suitable for the community. Consultation occurred as part of this review.

HOW WE CONSULTED
Consumer Protection released a public consultation paper in June 2018 seeking the
views of consumers and industry participants by way of submissions and online
surveys. Internet and social media promotion of the consultation reached over 10,000
Western Australians.
The Department received eight written submissions and over 200 survey responses
to the consultation.

1 Fair Trading (Fitness Industry Interim Code) Regulations 2019
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WHAT WE ASKED
The public consultation paper provided information on the current WA Fitness Code
and raised several issues for consideration. The online surveys asked consumers and
the fitness industry about their experience.

We asked
consumers about:

We asked the
fitness industry
about:

We asked the
community about:

• Joining a fitness
centre or gym.

• Transactions with
consumers.

• Current and
emerging issues.

• Purchasing services
from a fitness
instructor or
personal trainer.

• Terms of
membership
agreements.

• The terms of your
membership
agreement.

• Consumers
terminating their
membership
agreements.

• Types of fitness
services being
offered in the market
place.

• Terminating your
membership
agreement.

• How your problems
were resolved.

• If you had
experienced
problems and how
they were resolved.

• Whether there is a
need for mandatory
industry specific
regulation in
Western Australia.
• Whether it should
apply to additional
types of service
providers than those
regulated in the
current code.
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WHAT CONSUMERS TOLD US ABOUT
CANCELLATIONS
Half of the consumers who had
cancelled a membership told us they
experienced
problems
with
the
cancellation process.

A third of consumers
told us their
membership
cancellation came with
unexpected costs.

MULTIPLE AGREEMENTS
Direct Debit

Membership

Consumers told us about having
separate
payment
agreements.
Sometimes payments were not
stopping unless consumers sent two
separate cancellation instructions one
to stop the membership and one to stop
the automatic payments.

PRESSURE TO SIGN UP
Over half of consumers surveyed told
us they felt under pressure to sign up
for a gym membership. A consumer
legal service wrote of a consumer who
had been pressured to sign a form
thinking it was for further information at
the end of a fitness expo only to find
that had signed up for a 18 month
membership.

Consumers told us
about pressure to sign
up now as ‘offers’ are
available for today only.
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ELECTRONIC AGREEMENTS
Consumer advocates raised concerns with the emergence of lengthy online contracts
being accepted with a quick click on a tablets or phones without consumers reading
and understanding what they have agreed to.
I have read and agree to the terms and conditions.

UNDERSTANDING MEMBERSHIP AGREEMENTS
Many of the consumers surveyed told us that they had either not read or understood
the terms of their membership.

DID YOU GET A CHANCE TO READ AND
UNDERSTAND YOUR MEMBERSHIP
AGREEMENT?
Yes

DID YOU GET A CHANCE TO READ AND
UNDERSTAND THE MEMBERSHIP DOCUMENT?

No

40

60

AWARENESS OF FEES AND CHARGES
A third of the consumers surveyed said they were not aware of all the fees and charges
that made up their membership, this increased to half when the fitness membership
was for a fitness services outside of a traditional gym.

COOLING OFF PERIODS
58% of all the consumers surveyed told us they did not know about the mandatory
cooling off period for fitness agreements.

COOLING OFF PERIOD
Yes

No

DID YOU KNOW THERE IS A MANDATORY COOLING
OFF PERIOD?

42

58

CONSUMER COMPLAINTS
Almost half of consumers told us they had made a complaint to their fitness service
and out of those complaints 54% reported that their complaint been dealt with in a
timely manner.

COMPLAINTS
Yes

HAVE YOU EVER MADE A COMPLAINT TO A FITNESS
SERVICE?
WAS YOU COMPLAINT RESOLVED IN A TIMELY
MANNER?

No

47

54

53

46

WHAT THE INDUSTRY TOLD US
Most of the industry agreed that the current code offers only limited protection to
consumers that have membership agreements with a fitness service located outside
of a traditional gym.
The industry told us that they considered that electronic membership agreements are
easier to administer.
There was a mixed response on whether, where sections of the WA Fitness code
overlap with the ACL, sections of the code should be removed and reliance placed on
the ACL.
Some fitness services raised a difficulty with the current WA Fitness Code because it
requires providers to use a specific sized font for key information in electronic
membership.

TYPES OF FITNESS SERVICES BEING OFFERED IN THE MARKET PLACE
The consultation responses show that there are many different types of fitness
services. These include stadiums, traditional gyms, and indoor facilities without fitness
equipment, swimming pools, Pilate’s studios, public parks and virtual online services.
Services also range from indoor and outdoor individual and group exercise classes to
programs like CrossFit and online nutrition and exercise programs.

IS THERE IS A CONTINUED NEED FOR MANDATORY INDUSTRY SPECIFIC
REGULATION IN WESTERN AUSTRALIA?
We asked the industry survey respondents if they believed that the WA Government
should continue to regulate the fitness industry.

DO WE NEED A FITNESS CODE?
Yes

No

Don’t know

SHOULD THE WA GOVERNMENT CONTINUE TO
REGULATE THE INDUSTRY WITH A COMPULSARY
FITNESS CODE?

100

Although all the industry survey respondents were all in favour of retaining the code
there was one written submission that expressed a preference for full deregulation of
the fitness industry in WA.

SHOULD THE CODE APPLY TO ADDITIONAL TYPES OF SERVICE PROVIDERS?
Over 70% of survey respondents agreed that the rules in the Code should cover all
fitness services.
The majority of written submissions were in favour of extending the current Fitness
Code to recognise other fitness services that offer membership agreements.

SHOULD THE CODE APPLY TO ADDITIONAL
TYPES OF FITNESS SERVICES?
Yes

No

SHOULD RULES RELATING TO MEMBERSHIP
AGREEMENTS APPLY TO FITNESS SERVICES THAT
DO NOT TAKE PLACE IN A FITNESS CENTRE OR
GYM?

Don’t know

70

12

18

AUTOMATIC PAYMENTS

Over 90% of fitness services told us that they offer clients automatic debits from a
credit card or bank account for membership, but only 58% of these respondents
confirmed that they give clients a copy of any separate direct debit or payment
agreement.

COOLING OFF PERIODS
We asked the industry their opinion on cooling off periods. All survey respondents
were in favour of retaining a cooling off period, and some were in favour of extending
it.

HOW LONG DO YOU THINK THE COOLING OFF
PERIOD SHOULD BE?
Less than 48 hours

48 hours

HOW LONG SHOULD THE COOLING OFF PERIOD
BE?

3-6 days

5.5

7 or more days

48

17

29.5

DISCLOSURE
The majority of respondents supported the current code disclosure requirements, 94%
of respondents supported the additional more specific requirement of providing clients
with information about fees and charges.

SHOULD THE CODE INCLUDE A
REQUIREMENT TO DISCLOSE FEES AND
CHARGES?
Yes

SHOULD THE CODE INCLUDE A DISCLOSURE
REQUIREMENT TO PROVIDE CLIENTS WITH
INFORMATION ABOUT FEES AND CHARGES

No

Don't know

94

06
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CANCELLATION
The industry survey raised some possible additions to the cancellation process that
were supported by the majority of respondents. These included:




Allowing clients with ongoing membership agreements to terminate without
financial penalty after giving reasonable notice.
Allowing clients to defer or cancel membership agreements without penalty,
due to sickness or physical incapacity.
Requiring fitness service suppliers to action client requests for termination in a
reasonable time.

One industry submission requested that the code be updated to require cancellation
instructions to be in writing.

COMPLAINTS
Industry members that completed the survey indicated that the complaint handling
process currently contained in the code should be continued.
Industry respondents told us that the majority of complaints they receive relate to the
quality of the fitness service or conditions of facilities. This was followed by fees and
charges and cancellation issues.
It was noted by some respondents that not all complaints were reasonable and that
they may not always be resolved.
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OTHER ISSUES THAT INDUSTRY RESPONDENTS THOUGHT SHOULD BE
INCLUDED IN THE CODE .
Nearly half of the industry survey respondents wanted to include more in the current
general rules of the code. Suggestions from industry respondents included:
o ‘Some centres have ridiculous cancellation and or suspension policies.
One I know requires at least 30 days’ notice, the suspension must be for
at least 4 weeks and you must provide flight details to prove you are
actually travelling.’
o ‘The code should include the qualification of trainers and what their
qualification scope allows….nothing will work unless there is a governing
body that brings awareness to the consumers that this is a regulated
business and actually regulate it.’
o ‘Members under 18 best practice. Maximum cancellation notice periods
shouldn’t be more than a month.’
The industry survey comments also suggesting making changes to current disclosure
requirements to include:
o ‘Making all pricing and any related fees available on their webpage or a
viable source, not having to book appointments or request this
information via a consultant /sales person.’
o ‘Full qualifications including provider name of fitness professionals as
some RTO providers are no longer registered or current.’
o ‘Avoid providing fitness advice outside of your scope of qualification.’
Additional comments provided through the industry survey on the membership
agreement section of the code include:
o ‘Online is vastly better than physical copies. Easier to find, search, store.
Faster to transmit. Easier to distribute. More proof of who made the
request and who processed it. Requiring a physical paper to be signed
in person is crazy, what if I’m hospitalised. Is it fair for it to be impossible
for me to suspend a membership?’
o ‘There should be no reason for termination fees – it is nonsense. People
and their circumstances change – this should be taken into account and
many gyms do not take this into account.’
o ‘More information on online memberships need to be added to the code
of practice to be up to date with the industry, electronic sign ups and
signatures, what is acceptable for customers wanting to sign up over the
phone.’
o ‘Please keep in mind that many sales are now online so ‘in writing’ may
not work.’
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Some other issues were raised by industry respondents to be included in the code
were considered outside of the current scope, these included:
o ‘Providing absolute supervision of Gym Floor at all times…as gym
equipment can be very hazardous if not directly monitored and used
correctly by patrons.’
o ‘Members personal hygiene.’

CONCLUSION
The review of the regulation of the Fitness Industry is one that has generated interest
from a broad range of stakeholders, each with their own perspective. Consultation
helps the Government make informed decisions. This report gives an overview and
depicts only some of what we heard. Every submission was read and evaluated and
has contributed to our understanding of the fitness industry.
From here the Government will make a decision on how to progress the Fitness Code.
Changes to the law will take some time. Consumer Protection will continue to provide
updates as the project progresses.
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